
 
 

DURATION SYLLABUS COVERED SYLLABUS TESTED SUBJECT ENRICHMENT / 
PRACTICAL 

 

UT 1 

 

Ch 11-Measurment and motion 

Ch 17- Garbage in, Garbage out 

Ch 1-Sources of food 

Ch 2-Components of food 

Ch 3-Fibre to fabric 

 

Ch 11-Measurment and motion  

Ch 17- Garbage in, Garbage out 

 

Exp-2 (To study test for fats, 

proteins and fats)  

Exp-6 (To identify whether the 

given liquid is miscible or 

immiscible in water) 

Exp-20 (To measure the length of a 

book/pencil using meter scale) 

HALF 

YEARLY 

 

Ch 6- Changes around us 

Ch 7-Living and Non-living 

Ch 5-Separation of substances 

Ch 4-Sorting materials into 

groups 

Ch 16-Air around us 

 

Ch 11-Measurment and motion 

Ch 17- Garbage in, Garbage out 

Ch 1-Sources of food 

Ch 2-Components of food 

Ch 3-Fibre to fabric 

Ch 6- Changes around us 

Ch 7-Living and Non-living 

Ch 5-Separation of substances 

Ch 4-Sorting materials into 

groups 

Ch 16-Air around us 

Exp-3 (To separate the mixtures 

using one or more techniques such 

as handpicking, filtration, 

sedimentation etc) 

Exp-8 (to classify the changes as 

reversible and irreversible) 

Exp-28 (To classify the given objects 

as transparent, translucent and 

opaque) 

UT 2 

Ch 8-Getting to know plants 

Ch 13-Electricity and circuits 

Ch 9- The body and its 

movements 

Ch 14-Fun with magnets 

 

Ch 8-Getting to know plants 

Ch 13-Electricity and circuits 

Exp-15 (To study the parts of a 

flower) 

Exp-22 (To know the various 

components of the electric circuit) 

Exp-24 (To magnetize a long iron 

nail) 

ANNUAL 

Ch 10-Living organisms and 

their surroundings 

Ch12-Light shadows and 

reflection 

Ch 15-Water 

 

Ch 8-Getting to know plants 

Ch 13-Electricity and circuits 

Ch 9- The body and its 

movements 

Ch 14-Fun with magnets 

Ch 10-Living organisms and 

their surroundings 

Ch 12-Light shadows and 

reflection 

Ch 15-Water 

Ch 11-Measurment and motion 

 

Exp-26 (To show that a freely 

suspended bar magnet always points 

in north-south direction) 

Exp-29 (To study the manner in 

which light travels and gets reflected 

from a mirror or shiny surface) 

Exp-10 (To study the effect of 

temperature on the ability of water 

to dissolve more solute) 

 


